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QUESTION: 57 
Which three regular maintenance tasks should be executed and scheduled regularly? 
(Choose three.) 
 
 
A. Audit log purge 
B. User cache purge 
C. Workflow purge 
D. Version purging 
 
 
Answer: A, B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 58 
Which log file in /crx-quickstrat/logs should you look at to see logging messages 
indicating events during startup? 
 
 
A. Audit.log 
B. Error.log 
C. Stdout.log 
D. Stderr.log 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 59 
What are three causes if Dispatcher stopped updating cache files in the cache directory 
on the Webserver? (Choose three). 
 
 
A. The request to the page in question contain query string parameters. 
B. The request to the page in question has authorization headers and dispatcher.any does 
not contain \allowAuthorized. 
C. Dispatcher Flush agent is disabled on publish instance. 
D. The request URI of the page in question should always start with /content. 
 
 
Answer: A, B, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 60 
In a typical author, publish and dispatcher setup,where is the dispatcher flush 
configured? 



A. In the author instance. 
B. In the publish instance. 
C. In the dispatcher module. 
D. At the webserver level. 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 61 
In a typical Maven project, you will have a content module that contains a file 
src/main/content/META-INF/vault/filter.xml which defines the filters for the AEM 
package built by Maven. 
Your project has this structure: jcr-root 
apps 
my project (components, templates, configs) etc 
designs 
my project (css & js) 
Select the correct filter entry thatwould be included in the 
src/main/content/METAINF/vault/filter.xml 
file: 
 
 
A. filter root=7apps/myproject/templates7 
B. filterroot=7libs/foundation7 
C. filterroot=7apps7 
D. filter root=7etc/designs/myproject7 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 62 
Which flag should you set when you configure the mod_rewrite rules of the Apache 
Web server when you are including the CQ Dispatcher module? 
 
 
A. ‘R’ flag to force all the requests to be redirected to the location specified in the 
rewrite rule. 
B. ‘T’ flag to set the MIME type for all the HTTP responses. 
C. ‘G’ flag to force the server to return a 410 Gone status with the response. 
D. 'PT’ flag to send the original request through to processing pipeline for the 
Dispatcher to respond.] 
 
 
 



Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 63 
You have configured the cached property in the dispatcher module. What is the 
difference between: request 1 = /content/mypage/mypic.small.png?? and
 request 2 = /content/mypage/mypic.png?size=small 
 
 
A. request 1 gets cached, request 2 does not get cached 
B. request 2 gets cached, request 1 does not get cached 
C. No difference. Neither request 1 nor request 2 get cached 
D. No difference. Request 1 and request 2 both get cached 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 64 
What does the glob /invalidate {/0001 {/glob “*.html” /type “allow” }} in 
dispatcher.any file enforce the dispatcher to do when the Web page 
/content/mypage.html gets activated? 
 
 
A. The complete cache is invalidated 
B. Delete the cached file /mypage.html and create a new cached /mypage.html file 
C. Only the cached .html files are invalidated 
D. All cached .html files are physically deleted 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 65 
You have created a solution architecture for a financial services company. After the 
design is completed, but before implementation starts, the company decides that rather 
than authenticating users against their internal LDAP server, they will authenticate using 
an externally hosted SAML Identity Provider. Which two architectural diagrams need to 
be revised to meet this change? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Physical. 
B. Conceptual. 
C. Data Flow. 
D. Logical. 
 



Answer: B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 66 
If a bundle property is configured with a default value in the declaration, via an 
OSGiConfig node, and via the Felix console.  Which will your bundle use? 
 
 
A. The declaration-time default. 
B. The Felix console configuration. 
C. The OSGiConfig node configuration. 
D. The bundle will fail to start due to a conflict. 
 
 
Answer: B 
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